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Invalid Certificate

Certificate Holder:

SunPower Corporation

51 Rio Robles
95134 San Jose
United States

Certificate
Number: PV 60137848

Certified Product:

PV Module

Model Designation: 
SPR-MAX2-xxx, SPR-MAX2-xxx-BLK, SPR-MAX2-xxx-COM 
(xxx = 340 - 400 in steps of 5, 104 cells) 
with 5" mono cells: 
SPR-MAX3-xxx, SPR-MAX3-xxx-BLK, SPR-MAX3-xxx-COM 
SPR-Exxx, SPR-Exxx-BLK, SPR-Xxxx, SPR-Xxxx-BLK 
(xxx = 340 - 400 in steps of 5, 104 cells) 
SPR-Eyy-xxx, SPR-Eyy-xxx-BLK, SPR-Eyy-xxx-COM 
SPR-Xyy-xxx, SPR-Xyy-xxx-BLK, SPR-Xyy-xxx-COM 
(xxx = 327 - 370 in steps of 1, 96 cells) 
(yy = 20, 21 or 22) 
xxx represent output power in Wp

Fulfilled
Standards:

IEC 61730-2:2016 
IEC 61730-1:2016 
IEC 61215-2:2016 
IEC 61215-1-1:2016 
IEC 61215-1:2016 

The standard(s) listed here reflect the status at the time of the release of this certificate. 
For more standards and/or upgrades please refer to the latest pages of the same
certificate no.

Date of Issue: 2019-03-27

This certificate is no longer valid.

Copyright ©2015 TÜV Rheinland. All rights reserved.
Any utilization of this material - including the duplication on thereof - requires prior consent.
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Cookies management panel
By allowing these third party services, you accept their cookies and the use of tracking technologies necessary for their
proper functioning. 

Privacy policy
Preference for all services
✓ Allow all cookies  ✗ Deny all cookies

✛ APIs
APIs are used to load scripts: geolocation, search engines, translations, ...
✛ Advertising network

Ad networks can generate revenue by selling advertising space on the site.
✛ Audience measurement

Audience measurement services are used to generate attendance statistics to improve the site.
Webtrekk This service has installed 4 cookies.
✓ Allow  ✗ Deny

✛ Comments
Comments managers facilitate the filing of comments and fight against spam.
✛ Other

Services to display web content.
✛ Social networks

Social networks can improve the usability of the site and help to promote it via the shares.
✛ Support

Support services allow you to get in touch with the site team and help to improve it.
✛ Videos

Video sharing services help to add rich media on the site and increase its visibility.
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